
Guidelines to keeping RSDS Safe for our  

Dancers, Instructors and Families! 
 

1. Face Masks are required when entering and exiting RSDS.  Dancers waiting for class to start must be in a 
face mask unless eating.   

2. No gatherings allowed in the lobby or waiting areas.  Dancers may arrive 5-10 before class begins (in 
mask) and parents may come in  for pick up (in a mask) 5-10 min before class ends.   Dancers under age 
7 that need parental supervision can stay during class time, but are required to wear a mask at all times 
in studio.  Please no siblings unless they are dancing as well, or no child care.   

3. Children under 5 are not required be in a mask, unless at the discretion of the parent. 

4. Dancers who stay at RSDS for longer lengths of time need to wear a mask outside of the dance rooms 
unless they are eating. We encourage older dancers to sit outside on the grass or at the picnic table. 

5. Office Hours will be extremely limited. Wednesdays only in the Summer. 

6. Instructors can wear a mask face during their classes at their discretion.  

7. Dancers can wear a mask face during their classes at the discretion or their parent.  

8. The Drinking Fountain will be closed, but the water refill station will remain avail.  Please send water or 
a water bottle with your dancer.  

9. Reduced class sizes to create social distancing space and each dance room has been marked out for safe 
social distancing, as well as, marked spaces at the ballet barres. 

10. Scheduled breaks were created to help reduce traffic in and out of the studio. 

11. There are 4 new wall mounted hand sanitizers available for dancers, parents, and teacher to use.  Hand 
sanitizer will also be available in class for dancers and teachers. 

12. Contactless temperatures will be taken of instructors upon arrival to the studio and each dancer before 
they enter the dance room.  Body temperate above 100.4 will be denied entry to class. 

13. Ballet Barres will be disinfected before and after classes that used the barres. 

14. Dance Floors will be disinfected daily. 

15. Weekly studio deep cleans will continue. 

16. COVID Release Form must be signed in order to participate in classes at RSDS. 

17. RSDS  Families need to contact RSDS Director, Beth Ith, ASAP if a covid outbreak occurs in their home. 

18. In the event of a Covid outbreak at RSDS , we will shut down for the mandated 2 weeks with continued 
classes via an online platform, such as zoom.  There will be no refunds or reduced fees on tuition,         
privates, or rehearsals for mandated closure.  Class times may be affected. 

 

Thank you for your cooperation and understanding as we re open safely to dance! 

-Beth Ith, Director 


